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In essence, Firemin will make it possible for you to deal with memory leaking and optimize Firefox, Pale Moon, Waterfox and
much more. You can keep the usage under control and limit the potential memory or CPU usage of the application you are using
with this tool. Firemin Portable is easy to download, install and use. You can simply follow the steps given below: Click the below
download button to download the tool. The download will start immediately after being clicked. Once the download is complete,

double click on the downloaded tool. It will install itself on your operating system and it will create its own icon in the System
Tray. To access the tool, right click on the icon. This will open it in the Portable mode. To access the default settings, simply tap
on the settings button. You can then browse through the sections of the application or simply tap on the Configure button. When
you tap on the Configure button, you will be prompted with some default configurations. You can change the value from 10-60

seconds. You are also advised to check the option of disabling the memory reducing tool at regular intervals. The interface is easy
to navigate and you can get to the configuration settings with a single tap. Click the Feedback button to leave a comment. What’s
New in This Version: This is the latest build of this tool. The functionality remains the same. If you look at some other tool like

Firemin, there are some minor enhancements too. You are always welcome to review Firemin Portable and submit your
comments. If you find it beneficial, then you can even leave a testimonial to be added in this review. Firefox is a sleek and fast
browser that offers all the necessary features for a great browsing experience. One of its best features is its Multi-Processing

Engine. This is the key reason why this browser is so fast. This feature ensures that Firefox utilizes multiple threads to execute
multiple processes of an application simultaneously. Other browsers like Chrome, Opera and Safari are a bit slower than Firefox

in handling multiple tabs. That is why this browser can multitask so quickly. Multi-Processing Engine The Multi-Processing
Engine divides an application into several threads (if the multi-processing is enabled). Hence, this feature decreases the overall
processing time of Mozilla Firefox. The first process is just an entry point for all other applications. This feature is enabled by

default and some users may
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Firefox, the most popular browser out there on the Internet, has experienced quite a few memory issues over the years, including
but not limited to stability and performance issues. Firemin Portable is a tool designed to address this problem and hence, enable
a smoother and more enjoyable web navigation. Can help optimize Firefox, Waterfox and Pale Moon Since the tool is portable,

the setup is a quick and effortless process of decompressing the archive in the desired location on your local drives. Upon launch,
you can access it from the System Tray and it is recommended that you add the executable path of the browser you are using. It is

worth mentioning that the tool works with Pale Moon and Waterfox as well. Regardless of the browser, you can configure the
interval that the tool should reduce the memory usage, an option that can be helpful if you are usually keeping several tabs opened
at the same time. Allows you to run in Safe Mode and supports extensive processes The memory dumping can be set for the times
when the usage exceeds a certain threshold as well and the optimization can be applied to the extended processes. As a side note,
the extended processes, in this case, refer to programs of the Mozilla Corporation, including Thunderbird, Sunbird, SeaMonkey
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as well as the plugins available with the browser. In addition, the application permits you to run Firefox in Safe mode, an option
that can lend you a hand with identifying and troubleshooting various issues, particularly those related to add-ons. As you

probably hinted, running Firefox in Safe Mode means that the current add-ons and setting are going to be temporarily disabled. A
handy utility for a smoother web browsing with Firefox In the eventuality that you are dealing with a sluggish Firefox, Pale Moon
or Waterfox and you would like to deal with the memory leaks responsible for the improper functionality, then perhaps Firemin

Portable could come in handy. What's new in this version: v0.9.0 Fixed the issue with the exit of the program v0.8.7 Added a
notification to inform about current memory usage v0.8.6 Added a notification to inform about current memory usage v0.8.5
Updated the admin page v0.8.4 Updated the admin page v0.8.3 Added an update feature v0.8.2 Fixed the issues v 09e8f5149f
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Firemin Portable is an application designed to help address the memory leak issue within Mozilla Firefox. Set a specific amount
of time that the tool will monitor the usage, dump memory that exceeds the specified threshold, limit the number of tabs or
extensions or simply scan a specific folder for instances of Firefox that have created a problematic situation with memory. The
tool will ensure that you can check for and address memory leaks within Firefox without the need to reboot or utilize any other
system tools. The tool can be installed on any Linux and Windows systems. • Firefox, Waterfox & Pale Moon Supported •
Comprehensive memory usage and dumping • Ability to limit the number of open tabs and extensions • Ability to run in Safe
Mode to eliminate add-on issues • Ability to modify the scanning time and monitor specific folders Included Addons Warning!
Installations of the add-on can sometimes prompt the desired features to be disabled. If this happens, you need to remove the add-
on and reinstall it in order to ensure proper operation. Screenshots: Guides & How Tos Firemin Portable Review Firemin
Portable Review • Is it really that bad? After an hour of uptime, Firefox is prone to memory leaks on my machine. This is why I
decided to try out Firemin Portable. Firemin Portable is an application that enables the user to address the browser memory leaks.
The program was developed with Linux and Windows users in mind and can perform four major functions: Removes the profile
database and restores it to a previous version. This step causes the browser to open in Safe Mode, which removes add-on
interference and enables the elimination of memory leaks. Allows for the monitoring of Firefox’s memory usage and dumping.
Firemin Portable can monitor Firefox’s memory usage and dump the one that exceeds a pre-defined threshold. Allows for the
screening of Firefox’s processes. Firemin Portable can limit Firefox’s extensions and tabs or open specific folders for scanning,
depending on the settings. Firemin Portable is easy to install. It’s a simple process. Just download the archive to your desired
location, double-click on it and the tool will decompress in a matter of seconds. The archive has both.deb and.tar.gz extensions.
Installation is a quick and easy process. Once the installation has completed, you will be able to access the application from the
System Tray. The application can

What's New In?

How to download and install Firemin Portable: Download Firemin Portable from here. Extract the archive using 7-zip. Choose
the location where you want to install the application. Click on the executable to launch it. Note: If you want to change the
location where the extracted archive is stored, you need to click on the Edit button and make the necessary changes. What is new
in version 3.5.4: - Added support to launch Firemin Portable using the System Tray. - Increased the app customization options. -
Fixed a crash bug. - Improved the app interface. - Improved the app settings. - Improved the program progress bar. - Improved
the app compatibility. Naveen September 1, 2017 Hi guys, Firemin is really a great tool for the users. It's an add-on to
Firefox,Waterfox and Palet-fox. Actually, I am using it and it works perfectly.One more thing,we developers and users are
waiting to have some native add-ons of Firefox. Kamyla Cendefredo September 1, 2017 Hii guys, This tool for firefox and
waterfox is very useful. I am using it for the past three months and its working well with my firefox. One more thing is what is
the latest version of this tool. Report Inappropriate Desktop Firemin Desktop Waterfox Firefox Memory Allocation Medium
Memory leaks cause firefox to use more and more memory with each time you open up a web page, the process is called a
‘memory leak’. When memory is in short supply, firefox can run out of memory very quickly and stop running. However, while
firefox does normally use a fixed amount of memory, it does leak memory on occasion. The amount of memory it leaks is usually
manageable, but can cause firefox to run out of memory very quickly if you start it frequently. Firefox Memory Leak Symptoms
No Firefox Memory Leak Fix If firefox crashes, close firefox completely. Reboot your computer. Restart the browser. Start
firefox. If you still do not have any memory leak fix, try to increase the life of firefox on your computer. Type about:support in
the address bar, hit enter. Click the Leaks link.
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 2000/XP/2003/2008/Vista/7/8/10 OS Compatibility: Supported operating systems are Win 2000, Win
XP, Win 2003, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8, and Win 10. CPU: 1.8 GHz or faster (or AMD Athlon equivalent) Memory: 256MB of
RAM, (1GB for XP and Vista, 2GB for Win 7 and above) Hard Drive: 25MB free disk space Internet: Broadband Internet
connection
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